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Empowering Industries with Instrumentation, Telemetry and Industrial IoT Systems


We’re transforming industrial asset and infrastructure monitoring, tackling operations and maintenance challenges globally.
Through the use of self-learning bespoke sensors and harnessing the power of infinite data, we’re creating a better, more connected world.
Explore the forefront of technological innovation with our multi-award-winning solutions.
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The First Choice for Industrial IoT Sensors - Revolutionising Data Insights





Our Industrial IoT Sensors represent the forefront of data-driven innovation. Designed with cutting-edge technology, these sensors seamlessly integrate into industrial environments, capturing real-time data with unparalleled precision.  Unlock the power of digital telemetry with our Industrial Asset Monitoring Solutions.
	Real-Time Monitoring: gain instant insights via sensor dynamics into the performance of your machinery and equipment.
	Remote Accessibility: access data from anywhere, empowering you with control and decision-making capabilities.
	Scalability: whether you have a single machine or an entire facility, our sensors scale to meet your needs. 
	Troubleshooting: we bring our expertise to the forefront, using our skills and technology to ensuring optimal performance and reliability.
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We work closely with a wide range of clients on an extensive range of bespoke industrial projects – find out more about our exciting collaborations with our global partners.










Our Core Sectors




      View All Our Sectors  
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Rail and Transportation
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Wind Power
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Automotive
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Mining
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Marine & Subsea
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Energy








Some of our clients
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Unleashing the Power of Technology: Industrial IoT AI Innovation on a Global Scale
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Award-Winning Products that Set the Standard


Our services and products stand as a testament to our unwavering dedication to pushing boundaries and introducing groundbreaking technologies.








What Can We Do For You?









Industrial IoT Sensors

Revolutionise data-driven decision-making with our Industrial IoT Sensors powered by Sensor Dynamics and Digital Telemetry. Capture real-time insights into machinery performance, ensuring operational efficiency and predictive maintenance for seamless industrial processes.

  Find out more 










Industrial Asset Monitoring Solutions

Elevate your industry's performance with our Asset Monitoring Solutions. From predictive maintenance to performance optimisation, our advanced analytics and machine learning transform challenges into opportunities, maximising the efficiency and longevity of your assets.

  Find out more 










AI Data Insights

Unlock the power of artificial intelligence and cutting-edge software solutions tailored to your industrial needs. From predictive analytics to seamless real-time alerts, our services harness the potential of data, ensuring precision and innovation at every step of your industrial journey.

  Find out more 







Explore how Transmission Dynamics can empower your company with cutting-edge digital telemetry solutions tailored to your unique needs.  Discover the power of end-to-end engineering solutions for seamless project execution. From initial requirements to AI overlay, trust in our expertise to bring your vision to life with precision and innovation.  Are you ready to revolutionise your industrial operations? 





From Concept to Completion


End-to-End Engineering Solutions for Seamless Project Execution


Experience the power of complete in-house capabilities for your engineering projects. 
From initial requirements to conceptual design, feasibility studies, detailed designs, manufacturing, assembly, testing, calibration, installation, commissioning, data acquisition, data analysis, engineering analytics, and AI overlay, our comprehensive solutions ensure a seamless and efficient project execution. 
Trust in our expertise every step of the way, as we bring your vision to life with precision and innovation.











   
  Design 






   
  Feasibility Analysis 






   
  Manufacturing 






   
  Testing 







   
  Installation 






   
  Data Acquisition 






   
  Data Analysis 






   
  AI Overlay 










Our Services









  Consultancy, Troubleshooting & Investigations 










  Specialised Engineering Courses 










  Custom Instrumentation 







Our comprehensive range of services embodies precision and innovation. We specialise in a broad spectrum of offerings, commencing with:
	Custom instrumentation: meticulously crafted to meet your specific requirements.
	Dynamic measurements: provide profound insights into engineering assets
	Strain gauging services: facilitate accurate stress analysis and load measurement.
	Consultancy, troubleshooting, and investigations: ensure the seamless execution of projects
	Noise and vibration: measurements contribute to the enhanced efficiency and longevity of machinery.
	Asset Optimisation: Our industrial asset monitoring solutions identify potential issues early, preventing costly downtime and repairs. 
	Bespoke test rig design
	Gear design optimisations: offer tailored solutions
	Data acquisition: and control for real-time decision-making based on sensor dynamics
	Extensive training and courses: empower you with the knowledge necessary to master the capabilities of our cutting-edge engineering solutions.



      View all our Services  
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Find out more about the Transmission Dynamics Story – from a small consultancy to £4.5 million manufacturing and design facilities.








Our Latest News
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Enhancing Railway Safety and Reliability: A Testament to Cross-Industry Collaboration
At Transmission Dynamics, we recognise the importance of cross-industry collaboration in advancing safety measures and enhancing the...
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The Future of Remote Condition Monitoring for the Rail Industry: Innovate UK
Discover 'Trains with Brains' by Transmission Dynamics, revolutionising UK rail maintenance with Innovate UK's FOAK 2022 support.
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Recognising Excellence: Transmission Dynamics Wins ‘Design Team of the Year’ at the Engineering and Manufacturing Awards
EMA Awards recognise Transmission Dynamics for PANDAS-V® innovation, highlighting British engineering prowess in rail monitoring excellence.
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Transmission Dynamics
1 Innovation Way
 Northumberland Business Park
 Cramlington NE23 7FP
 United Kingdom
+44 (0) 191 58 000 58
 sales@jrdltd.com (Sales)
 support@jrdltd.com (Support)
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